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CONVERGEONE PRIVATE CLOUD FOR 
EPIC HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS

The “Easy Button” for Your Epic Deployment

Want an easy-to-deploy Epic solution that fits your budget, leverages your existing investments 

and helps you provide better service to patients and employees? Look no further than 

ConvergeOne Private Cloud!

With ConvergeOne Private Cloud, it’s like hitting the easy button and getting exactly the Epic 

solution you need — meeting the requirements of both your business and your quality care 

initiatives.
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One Easy Source for Whatever You Need

Whether you’re implementing Epic for the first time or upgrading an existing environment, 

ConvergeOne Private Cloud can deliver the architecture, integration, financing and ongoing 

support you need for your Epic healthcare applications. 

For instance, you can get:

> All the necessary components for a full deployment — compute, storage and switching — in a  

 pre-integrated bundle

> Any or all of the services needed to support your deployment from design and implementation  

 through ongoing monitoring and maintenance

> A fully managed solution, including infrastructure rollout and all the necessary support — all for  

 a set monthly rate

> A choice of additional consumption models to fit your financial needs (e.g., CapEx vs. OpEx) —  

 whether you want to buy outright, lease to own or have simple per-user, monthly pricing

> Expert support for upgrades, ongoing performance tuning and regular health checks for the life  

 of your Epic applications

The Team You Want Supporting You

With ConvergeOne, you’re backed by a nationwide team of highly trained and certified techni-

cians who are experts in delivering innovation solutions, from IT strategy and deployment to 

ongoing support. Our engineers have years of experience in Epic environments and expansive 

knowledge in designing, implementing and managing the architectures that support Epic. Thanks 

to years of working closely with a wide range of technology providers, we’re also highly knowl-

edgeable in integrating Epic with multivendor platforms and third-party applications.

In addition, ConvergeOne has extensive experience and skills working with healthcare organiza-

tions. We understand the industry, the needs of your users and your business requirements. The 

result is unique expertise for the support of your Epic solution.

To learn more about Private Cloud for Epic and other healthcare solutions, 
please contact your ConvergeOne representative or call 800 805 0054. 
Send us your Epic sizing guide and we will do an all-in-one solution and 
payment proposal tailored to your needs.

Some Advantages 
of ConvergeOne 
Private Cloud for 
Epic

Easy to roll into your data 
center and integrate with 
your existing applications

Quick deployment, with little-
to-no onsite work needed to 
get your infrastructure up and 
running

A single source of expert 
support rather than multiple 
outside providers or multiple 
individuals within your 
organization

Financing the way you want 
it, to fit your business needs — 
such as an easy-to-manage  
monthly rate with our buy/
lease option

A choice of “mix and match” 
services for creating a package 
of support that delivers 
maximum flexibility, cost
effectiveness and performance

An easy, all-in-one solution 
based on YOUR environment, 
YOUR budget and YOUR goals!


